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ABSTRACT 
Impulse noise reduction or removal is a very active research area of image processing. A nonlinear hybrid filter for 
removing fixed impulse noise (salt & pepper) noise from color images has been proposed in this study. Technique is 
based on mathematical morphology and trimmed standard median filter. Proposed filter is composed of a sequence of 
morphological standard and well known operations erosion-dilation and trimmed standard median filter. It removes the 
fixed impulse noise (salt & pepper) very well without distorting the image features, color components and edges. It 
does not introduce blurring and moving effects even in high noise densities (up to 90%). The standard similarity 
measure peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and computation time have been used to evaluate the performance of 
proposed hybrid filter. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Noise is the most annoying problem in image 
processing. One way to get rid of this problem is 
the development of such a robust algorithm that 
can perform the processing tasks in presence of 
noise. The other way is to design a filtration 
process to eliminate the noise from images[1] 
while preserving its features, edges and details. 
 
Noise introduces random variations into image that 
fluctuate the original values to some different 
values. Causes which may introduce noise to 
images include flaws in data transmission, imperfect 
optics, sensor malfunctioning, processing 
techniques and electronic interference [2; 3]. 
 
Mathematical morphology is a methodology 
specifically designed for the analysis of geometrical 
structures in an image by probing it with small 
patterns called structuring elements [4]. The 
resultant image operators are nonlinear and found 
useful for many applications like edge detection, 
object segmentation [5], noise suppression [6] and 
exploring geometrical structures of images [7]. 
Alternate sequence filters (ASFs) are recognized as 
one of these important operators and have been 
widely used and researched [8; 9; 10; 11]. Some 
other morphological filters include multi structure 
elements based morphological filters [12; 13], soft  

 
 
morphological filters [14; 15] and hybrid operator-
based morphological filters [16]. 
 
Median filter [17] having the good denoising power 
has been the most popular filter. Its variations have 
been proposed in multistate median filter [18], 
median filter based on homogeneity information 
[19; 20] decision based trimmed median filters [21; 
22] to improve its performance. 
 
Recently the extensions of mathematical morphology 
to color images have been proposed in [23; 24; 25; 
26; 27]. The proposed hybrid filter combines the 
strong processing capabilities of mathematical 
morphology and decision based trimmed median 
filter for noise suppression or cancellation. By using 
the concept of ASF, a sequence of erosion and 
dilation combined with the trimmed median filter is 
composed with line structuring elements. It not only 
achieves the outstanding results but produces 
visually satisfactory reconstructed images even in 
very high noise densities. 
 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows, section 
2 discusses the proposed method in detail, section 3 
provides the results and discussion upon those 
results, section 4 concludes the whole method and 
section 5 lists the references quoted in this study. 
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2. Materials and methods 
 
Different models exist for image de noising including 
ROF model [28], Total variation model [29], Bias 
model [30], Affine model [31], Graphical model [32] 
and Multiplicative  noise model [33] etc. These 
models have proved best for the removal of a variety 
of noise like salt and pepper noise, Gaussian noise, 
uniform noise, Rayleigh noise, exponential noise, 
mixed noise, Gamma noise and poison noise etc. 
 
The noise model used in the paper consists of well 
known and morphological  standard operations 
known as erosion-dilation and trimmed standard 
median filter. This noise model is selected because it 
does not distort the features of image, image edges 
and image color components while removing the 
fixed impulse noise (salt & pepper). Further, even in 
case of high densities of noise, moving and blurring 
effects are also not introduced by this noise model. 
 
2.1 Noise Model 
 
A digital image can be modeled in any of color 
spaces like RGB, HSV and L*a *b. RGB is most 
commonly used as basic color space. RGB enables 
the mixing of red, green and blue light to produce a 
wide range of colors. Therefore a three dimensional 
(3-D) vector is used to represent the colors in RGB 
model, containing the red as first, green as second 
and blue as the third element. These elements are 
called three primary components having the range 
[0, 2d-1], mostly with d=8. 
 
A two dimensional (2D) vector can be used to 
represent a digital color image I (G, H, 3), in 
which (x, y) depicts the position of a pixel in I 
and 1 ,1x G y H . If I (x, y, 1), I (x, y, 2) 
and I (x, y, 3) denote the red, green and blue 
components respectively, then occurrence of 
impulse noise can be modeled as [2]. 
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( )n I  is noisy signal, 1 2 3( , , )rnf nf nf nf  is 
noise free color vector, iv  is the impulse value and 
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Impulse value iv  can have two values either 0 or 
255. 
 
2.2 Filtration Scheme 
 
The scheme used in proposed method is 
component wise filtering. Color space RGB is 
used and each of its components is passed 
through the proposed hybrid filter separately. 
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Erosion and dilation are the most elementary 
operations of mathematical morphology. Erosion 
computes the local minima and dilation 
computes the local maxima of neighbor of the 
input image, on which they are working. If SE is 
structuring element then component wise 
erosion of color image I is defined by 
 
[ ( )]( , ) min{ ( , )}SE k se SE

I x y I x y se                   (6) 

 
1, 2, 3 , ,where k showing R G B components  

Component wise Dilation of image color I is 
defined by 
 
[ ( )]( , ) max{ ( , )}SE k se SE

I x y I x y se           (7) 

 
1, 2,3 , ,where k showing R G B components  

 
If kn neighborhood of size (2 1) (2 1)m m f 

1,2,3...for m .then component wise trimmed 
median of color image I is defined by 
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